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Clinical context

I

Speech sound disorders can have a negative impact on
academic, social, or psycho-emotional development.

I

Speech sounds differ in tongue shape complexity.

I

Children with speech disorders may show undifferentiated
tongue shapes, i.e., the inability to isolate control of anterior
versus posterior lingual regions (Gibbon, 1999).

I

An objective measure for classifying productions into
categories of lingual complexity could be useful clinically:
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Ultrasound measurement
I

Ultrasound imaging may be more versatile and less invasive
and costly than alternative visualization methods (e.g., EPG).
I
I

I

Provides continuous image from hyoid to mandibular bone.
Can use multiple approaches for head stabilization, including
helmets and collars (Stone et al., 1983; Davidson, 2006) or subtraction
for head movement through the use of sensors (Whalen et al., 2005).

Multiple approaches to quantification of lingual contours.
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Dawson et al. (2016) study

I

Midsagittal images of target sounds within nonwords produced
by 6 adults.
I

I

I

CVC for vowels and VCV for consonants

Compared several quantitative measures of ultrasound tongue
contours to determine which was best at categorizing adult
tongue shapes into complexity classes.
Compared three primary techniques for transforming raw
spatial coordinates:
I
I
I

Modified curvature index (MCI)
Procrustes Analysis
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
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Dawson et al. (2016) metrics

I

Modified curvature index (MCI)
I

Integrates curvature with length of the arc (Stolar and Gick, 2013); takes
integral of half the difference between two adjacent points until the
difference is minimized.

I

Adapted from Stolar and Gick (2013)

Low value less complex; high value more complex.
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Dawson et al. (2016) metrics

I

Procrustes Analysis
I

Computes difference between each frame compared with resting
state (Goodall, 1991), minimizing sum of squared differences using
translation, rotation, and scaling; then compares averaged image
with next instance of that target sound to eventually compute the
average shape for that sound. Adapted from Goodall (1991)

I

Not clear whether complexity is associated with lower or
higher values.
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Dawson et al. (2016) metrics
I

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
I

Measuring tangent angles for each tracked point along the tongue
curve; transform into sine or cosine wave, yielding C1, C2, C3, etc.
with real and imaginary components. Adapted from Liljencrants (1971)

I

Not clear whether high value is less complex or more complex.
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Dawson et al. (2016) methods

I

Speech sounds were categorized a priori as either low,
medium, or high complexity.
I

I

I

I

Low complexity: (single lingual constriction; unrounded
vowels) /A/, /æ/, /I/, /2/ and /E/ .
Medium complexity: (dorsal constriction, lip rounding) /w/,
/u/, /j/, /g/.
High complexity: (tongue tip constriction; multiple lingual
constrictions, fricatives) /d/, /l/, /ô/, /z/, /T/, /Z/.

Caveat: these categories are not widely agreed upon and there
is room for debate.
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Dawson et al. (2016) across-subjects LDA results

I

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) with leave-one-out
cross-validation was used to find sets of metrics that most
accurately sorted tongue contours into the proposed
complexity categories.
I
I

I

All metrics combined (83%)
C1real + C1imaginary (81%)

Dawson et al. (2016) concluded that the two components of
C1 from DFT provided the best combination for classifying
lingual contours into complexity classes, and that including all
metrics did not meaningfully improve classification accuracy.
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Dawson et al. (2016) within-subject LDA results
I

Within subjects, C1real and C1imaginary yielded the best
separation (95.6%) of complexity classes.
I

I

This combination of metrics did not order categories in an
expected way, suggesting that categories may not be optimal.
C1real + C1imaginary combination was good at sorting
Dawson et al. (2016) data into their proposed categories, but
unclear how generally this finding can be expected to hold.
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The current study
We extended the experimental paradigm used with adults in Dawson et al. (2016) to preschool-aged children.
I

Do the metrics found to be optimal for adults also sort classify
child productions into the prespecified complexity categories?
I

I

I

Children’s tongue shapes may be less complex overall (Zharkova
et al., 2016).
Measure must be sensitive to variability in lingual shapes
within and across child speakers.

We also explore applications of a lingual complexity metric
that are potentially clinically relevant:
I

I

Can a lingual complexity metric distinguish correct from
incorrect productions within and across children?
Are there meaningful differences in the complexity of lingual
contours across children (e.g., typical versus disordered
children)?
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Participants
I

7 preschool-aged children with normal hearing and no history
of speech or language impairment, evaluated at Molloy
College.
I
I

Mean age 4;10 (sd = 10 months).
/ô/ and /l/ were emerging for some children.
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Word probe
I

I
I

Midsagittal video of children’s lingual contours recorded using
a Siemens Acuson X300 ultrasound machine with A C8-5
probe was placed on a microphone stand, and also
hand-stabilized.
Produced 16 words presented 3 times each in random order.
Targets grouped by complexity categories, as proposed by
Dawson et al. (2016):
I

Low complexity targets:
I
I

I

Medium complexity targets:
I
I
I

I

/æ/ in cat, lamb, rat, yam
/I/ in ring, wing
/w/ in wake, wing
/j/ in yam
/k/ in cape, cat, coat, key

High complexity targets:
I
I
I

/t/ in tape, tea, toe
/l/ in lake, lamb
/ô/ in rake, rat, ring, rope
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Measurement

I

Tagged target sounds in Praat
I

I

.

(Boersma and Weenink, 2015)

In TextGrids, marked intervals for vowels and approximants;
created intervals around marked stop burst locations.

GetContours (Tiede, 2016) in Matlab (MathWorks, 2000) allows
automated toggling to the relevant ultrasound frames based
on time-locked intervals in the tagged acoustic record.
I
I

16 tagged points extrapolated into to 100 points.
Automated extraction of raw coordinates into .csv file.
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Tag lingual contours in GetContours
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Cleanup

I

Read raw coordinates into RStudio
data based on visual inspection.
I
I

I

(RStudio Team, 2016)

and cleaned

Remeasured tokens that appeared as outliers due to error.
Discarded obvious cases of coarticulatory influence.

Within each token, converted x- and y-axis to z-scores in order
to minimize between-token differences in coordinate space.
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Visualize lingual contours in R
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Analyses

I

Cleaned raw coordinates were read into Python

(Python Software

Foundation, 2016)
I

I

“Shape analysis” script runs MCI, Procrustes, and DFT
analyses (Dawson, 2016).

Analysis & plotting in RStudio
I

I

(RStudio Team, 2016)

:

Rank-ordered boxplots of individual metrics to find best
individual classifier.
Linear discriminant analysis to produce bivariate plots to find
best combined measure.
I
I

“lda” function in the MASS package (Ripley et al., 2013)
“partimat” function in the klaR package (Roever et al., 2004).
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Individual metrics across children
I

We looked at the lowest and
highest values of each
metric:
I

I

I

Low value on left; high
value on right.
Low values less complex
for MCI, primarily more
complex for DFT.

There is visible distinction
between low and high values
for most metrics:
I

I

I

.

Good separation for MCI
and the imaginary
components from DFT.
Some exceptions for real
components from DFT.
Procrustes does not show
any separation.
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Individual metrics across children
I

Two metrics separated high from low/medium complexity:
I
I

I

Low value of C1imaginary (same as in Dawson et al.)
High value of C2real (different than Dawson et al.)

Neither distinguished low from medium complexity categories.
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Linear discriminant analysis (C1imaginary and C1real )
I

Do the same bivariate metrics in Dawson et al. (2016)
separate phonemes into complexity classes in children?

I

Not so well. The child with the best separation had a 71.4%
accuracy rate, compared with a 95.6% accuracy rate in adults.
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Linear discriminant analysis (C1imaginary and C2real )
I
I

Does the bivariate combination of the best univariate
metrics separate phonemes into complexity classes?
Not any better. The two children with the best separation had
61.4% and 59.3% accuracy rates using C1imaginary + C2real .
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Differences between adult and child lingual complexity

I

Overall classification accuracy was much lower for child than
adult data, which may have been related to inherent
differences between adults and children.
I

Tongue size differences may have been reflected in different
scales among metrics.
I

I

For all scales, ranges were much wider for the children than as
seen in the adult plots.

Child data did not always line up with expectations from
Dawson et al.:
I

I

Procrustes did not pick out high vs low complexity tongue
shapes
DFT inconsistent as to whether high values corresponded
with low or high complexity.
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Consideration of alternate complexity categories

I

Is there a measure that
might accord better with
human intuition about what
it means to be a high or low
complexity tongue shape?

I

Base metric on number of
inflection points (Preston et al.,
2015)?
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Consideration of alternate complexity categories

I

When defining complexity categories, also need to consider:
I

I

I

Number of constrictions and lateral bracing, but not
necessarily lip rounding.
Age of acquisition of target sounds, as more motorically
complex sounds often develop later.
Identify categories based on human intuition (e.g., untrained
adults rank by visual gestalt impression).
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Correct vs incorrect productions

I

I

For clinical purposes, we ultimately want to use these metrics
to classify children as having typical or atypical degrees of
tongue shape complexity.
It is unknown whether these metrics are valid for
between-subjects comparisons.
I
I

I

Child and adult measures are not readily comparable.
Between-child comparisons may be possible, but we would
need a sample of typical children and children with speech
sound disorders in order to compare.
We do have both correct and incorrect productions of
late-developing sounds (/l/ & /ô/) in the current sample.
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Correct vs incorrect productions
I
I
I

Do the best bivariate metrics separate correct (blue “o”)
and incorrect (red “+”) productions of /ô/?
Some separation between correct and incorrect tokens.
Tokens appear to cluster more at the level of individual
speakers (colors) than into correct versus incorrect categories.
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Concluding Remarks

I

Same metrics from Dawson et al. (2016) may also apply to
children, but there is a mismatch between these measures and
the child data that highlights the need for a more intuitive
metric.

I

Complexity classes should be revisited to better reflect
phonological and motoric development.

I

Need large sample of both children with speech sound
disorders and typically developing children to determine
whether lingual complexity differs.
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